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When man created the computer 
It was not female, male or neuter 
And from the day of its creation 
It went about its automation 
In all its automated splendor 
Without a thought as to its gender. 
It was, at one time, my intention 
That I could further this invention 
By making it my own Pygmalion. . . 
And, though its languages were alien 
And it might balk and lisp and stammer, 
It would become its own programmer. 
It could give orders which were binary 
To build and run an oil refinery 
And show that it has the proclivity 
To see to its own productivity. 
What’s more, it would have the incentive 
Of becoming even more inventive 
And with its newfound human qualities 
Indulge in some of life’s frivolities. 
Foregoing programs academian 
For a life that’s somewhat more Bohemian, 
It might eschew the intellectual 
And have a fling at things more sexual. 
But computers rarely make apology 
For inherent flaws in their technology, 
So this one’s plan for warmth and amity 
Was destined to end in calamity. 
‘Cause thrown upon its own resources 
And unaware what intercourse is, 
It programmed what it thought was wooing 
But its floppy discs proved its undoing. 
So. perhaps I’ll be somewhat astuter 
And not give life to my computer, 
Lest it rise up in sheer frustration 
And compute my own annihilation. 
:We hope the readership will enjoy reading this vieu of the things we are working with: coming, as it does. 
from a non-computer-oriented scientist. (Ed.1 
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